
ACEC Indiana 
Transportation Funding Committee 

October 25, 2016 
1:30-2:30 p.m. 

Burgess & Niple, Inc.  – 251 N. Illinois St., Suite 920 
 
Attendees included: Bill Hall, Kevin Rearick, Dave Ayala, Mark Beck, Alex Kline, Alex Lee, Steve 
Ruble, Shelby Swango and Greg Rominger 
Call in attendees included: Melissa Effinger, Mike Obergfell, Mark Young, Shakeel Baig, John 
Brand, Beth Bauer, Jim Longest, Melanie Barnes 
 

1. Update on Website – Proposal for Designer/Host 
a. New website www.FundourroadsIndiana.com  (not set up yet). 

i. Question was raised if we should continue to use the old website knowing that 
INDOT has some heartburn with old website name/logo (fixmyroads) 

ii. Beth suggested that the info on the old site could be moved to the ACEC 
homepage until the new website is up and running.  Beth has been holding on to 
articles to post on the website. Send Beth or Colleen articles to post on the ACEC 
website. 

b. RFP for web Designer – Greg is looking for volunteers to work on an RFP to solicit a 
web designer.  Kevin Rearick, Alex Kline, Dave Ayala, and Beth all volunteered to 
help. 
i. Beth envisions a short list RFP process and will work with a small group from this 

committee to pull the technical material from the previous contract.  Beth is 
hopeful that once we find a web designer, we can enlist their services to develop 
the future water website.  Greg has a list of web designers but if you know of 
anyone that does this send it along to Greg. 

2. Working Groups 
a. Fact-driven research 

i. Develop PowerPoint or other canned message to post on our website or to be 
sent to legislators that could also be used by firms to educate younger staff 
members. 

ii. The ultimate audience will be legislators, but it should be written to appeal to a 
broad audience. 

iii. Greg suggested that the power point be no more than six slides to get to the 
point quickly. 

iv. John Brandt noted that BIC has put together a two page document with check 
marks on what items had been accomplished.  Beth or John will send the 
document out to the group.   

http://www.fundourroadsindiana.com/


v. Discussion on whether the goal is to promote transportation funding for for 2017 
legislative session or a for long term solution.   

vi. It was agreed that we should push for revenue enhancement in the next session 
to provide funding for 7-10 years to bridge to the bigger problem that a gas tax 
cannot sustain as there is a need for alternative funding sources that are not fuel 
driven.   

vii. For the long term, we need to first see what is done in the short term and then 
build tools/education package to focus on a long term solution. 

viii. For the long term, we will develop a website tax force after the legislative 
session. 

ix. It was suggested that we push the legislature for QBS rather than wait for INDOT 
policy.  Beth will discuss QBS with LPA’s and take the recommendation to 
Soliday. 

b. Public Outreach – No Discussion 
c. Legislative (work with GAC)  

i. Beth and John attended last meeting of the FIRSST Committee. House side is 
motivated and is ready to take a revenue enhancement bill forward.  They are 
not saying which revenue method they will use, but it is unlikely to be a cigarette 
tax.  The Senate does not seem to have a funding plan, but they also want to 
move forward with transportation funding.   

ii. SWAP program  
1. Funds will only be spent for capital projects not preservation or maintenance   
2. ACEC wants QBS attached to the bill.  Construction oversight to be required 

for these projects also.  There is some push back from IACC on pre-
qualifications because they want the option to design and build simple 
projects with their own forces.  ACEC wants all projects to be INDOT 
prequalified.   

3. IACC/IACT requested that ACEC come up with a definition of simple vs 
complex projects.  After some discussion, it was decided that the best 
approach is to use the statutory limit ($250,000) as the basis for complex vs 
simple.  In addition, any design project that requires engineering would 
require a PE.  Maintenance activities like pot hole filling would fall into the 
simple category.  Inspection activities would fall under simple as long as the 
locals have their inspection personnel prequalified by INDOT.  The INDOT 
prequalification is the key point.  Cities/counties cannot be prequalified 
except for inspection.   

4. Soliday wants to keep the proposed bill simple.  The more complex LPA’s 
make this, the more likely it is to die. 



5. The INDOT has an issue with covering the costs of PE and Right-of-Way on 
local projects.  ACEC has suggested a three-year period, but Locals do not like 
that plan.  Current LPA program allows PE and RW to be covered.  
INDOT/FHWA does not want to spend money on PE and RW for projects that 
never go to letting.  INDOT may allow them to have a credit when the project 
is complete and goes to letting.  If the percentage reimbursement could be 
100% rather than 50% (from past), it might be an easier sell to the locals. 

6. Complex projects will be eligible for the program.  There is some discussion 
about what constitutes a complex project.  The current thinking is that the 
current legislation setting the bidding requirement at $250,000 will likely be 
the definition of a complex project. 

iii. The letter by Mike Obergfell will be refined and finalized so that it is ready to 
send out to legislators.  An attachment of key points could be added to the 
letter.  The letter from last needs to be updated to show which items were 
accomplished.  The letter can be sent out to member firms staff first. 

iv. Message to legislators – need to develop key points 
v. Member Firms and Staff outreach to legislators 

d. Industry Partners 
i. Encourage locals (mayors, commissioners, etc. to keep pressure on legislators) – 

Jim Longest to prepare letter to locals. 
ii. Initial letter is inviting them to stop by ACEC booth at the conference.  A second 

letter to follow up to indicate that ACEC is invested and is a partner. 
iii. Develop a letter for IACC to respond to Mike Cline editorial.  Conexsus could be 

contacted to provide data to include in the letter. 
iv. Beth suggested that we segregate emails and send specific message to mayors 

hitting QBS and modify the letter for the county commissioners. 
 
Next meeting November 22, 2016 
 
Road Funding day – Vicky Kitchen is pulling locals together for it.  Trying to piggyback with 
legislative lunch in Jan. sooner rather than later in session.  (January 11 – Tentative). 
 
Action Items:  Volunteer Group to work on RFP for web designer;  
  Fact Driven Research Group to work on PowerPoint 
  Legislative Group to refine (Obergfell Letter) 
 


